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STRUCTURE FOR GROWING PLANTS IN ROTATABLE

MODULES

Field of the Invention

The invention pertains to the large-scale production of plants using

rotatable plant-growing modules.

Background of the Invention

It is known in the art of growing plants hydroponically to use a rotatable

drum with an interior lamp, thereby providing for efficient the use of light.

Marchildon, US 6,604,321, discloses a rotary plant-growing apparatus with

an open-ended cylindrical drum which rotates about a horizontal axis on a

support stand. A lamp is positioned at the axis of the drum. The drum

holds plant containers, with the plants facing the light and the bottom of the

containers extending radially outward from the drum. A trough of water

under the drum is spaced from the drum such that the lower part of the

containers contacts the water as the drum rotates, watering the plants.

Marchildon, WO 2004/045273, discloses a plant-growing apparatus having

a plurality of rotatable plant-growing modules which can be moved around

a circuit in the apparatus. Each module comprises a cylindrical structure for

holding plant-growing containers in which the plants grow radially

inwardly towards a lamp. The modules are supported and rotated in a

horizontal position as they are moved.

The present invention is directed to developments in systems for growing

plants using rotatable cylindrical structures.



Summary of the Invention

According to one aspect of the invention, there is provided a structure for

the growing of plants, comprising an array of containers, each container

having a floor and an open end, the containers being arranged in a plurality

of stacked rows, each row comprising a plurality of containers, with the

array defining a space bounded on its sides by the open ends of the

containers. Each container holds a plant-growing apparatus, each of which

comprises a plurality of rotatable plant-growing modules. A module

comprises a cylindrical structure for holding plants such that they grow

radially inwardly of the cylindrical structure towards a light source inside

the cylindrical structure. The plant-growing apparatus has means for

rotating the modules, means for moving the modules along a path within a

respective container, and means for feeding water to the plants. The plant-

growing structure has means such as a fork-lift apparatus for removing the

modules from the containers and for placing the modules into the

containers, through the open ends thereof. The structure also includes a

cover enclosing the array of containers and the bounded space.

These and other features of the invention will be apparent from the

following description of specific embodiments, considered along with the

accompanying drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is an isometric view of the plant-growing structure according to

one embodiment of the invention, having a dome cover.



Figure 2 is an isometric view of another embodiment of the structure,

having a fabric cover.

Figure 3 is an isometric view of a portion of the interior of the structure

showing the fork-lift apparatus.

Figure 4 is an isometric view showing an embodiment of the plant-growing

structure employing a frame to support the containers.

Figure 5 is an isometric view, partly cut away, of the interior of a container

showing a plant-growing apparatus.

Figure 6 is an isometric view of a set of modules of the plant-growing

apparatus.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

The structure 20 for growing plants comprises an array 22 of containers 24,

each of which contains a separate plant-growing apparatus 26. The

containers may be standard intermodal shipping containers, in the shape of

a parallelepiped, from which the doors have been removed so the containers

have a floor 28, an open end 30, a back end 31, a top 33 and two opposed

side walls 35. An exemplary container size is 40 feet (12.192 m) long, 8

feet (2.438 m) wide, and 8.5 feet (2.591 m) high (external dimensions).

The containers are arranged in a plurality of stacked rows 32, the rows

being circular in plan view and thus defining an interior space 34 bounded

by the containers and more particularly by the open ends 30 of the

containers. The side walls of adjacent containers within a given row abut

each other at the open ends and the back ends 31 opposite to the open ends



are spaced apart from each other, as the containers extend radially

outwardly of the bounded space 34.

The containers 24 may be stacked such that the containers in each row are

vertically aligned, forming columns 36, as in the illustrated embodiment.

Alternatively, the containers in each row may be laterally offset relative to

the containers in adjacent rows, in brickwork fashion. Alternatively, or in

addition to a staggered arrangement, clamps, bolts or other mechanical

means may be provided to attach together laterally and vertically adjacent

containers, to increase the structural integrity of the array.

Optionally, as shown in Figure 4, a frame 38 may be provided for holding

the containers in the array, with horizontal and vertical frame members 40,

42, defining openings 44 into which the containers are fitted. The use of a

frame is preferred for arrays having more than about 12 rows. Either with

or without a frame, the structure 20 may comprise hundreds of shipping

containers, for example 1,300, or more.

The structure 20 includes a cover 46 over the array and the space 34

bounded by the containers. In one embodiment, as shown in Figure 1, the

cover is a rigid dome or silo 48 which completely covers the array. The

dome may contact the array or be spaced from it. In another embodiment,

shown in Figure 2, the cover is a flexible fabric 50 which wraps around the

containers and forms a roof over the bounded space 34. The fabric 50 may

be supported by the containers or by inflating it under low pressure to

maintain it in a domed shape over the array. Support members across the

top of the space 34 may be provided to further support the fabric 50.

As shown in Figures 5 and 6, each container holds a plant-growing

apparatus 26, which may be of the type disclosed in Marchildon, WO



2004/045273. The apparatus 26 has a plurality of plant-growing modules

52, each of which is a cylindrical structure 53 for holding plant-growing

trays such that the plants grow radially inwardly of the cylindrical structure

towards a light source inside the cylindrical structure.

The plant-growing apparatus 26 includes means for moving the modules in

a path or circuit around the interior of the container. A set of sprockets 58

is mounted on each of the two opposed longitudinal side walls 28 of the

container. Chains 60 are operatively fitted on the sprockets and define a

closed track on the side walls. Access panels may be provided in the side

walls 35 for maintenance access to the tracks. A plurality of module

support bars 62 extend between the two chains. A module support frame

64 is hung by hangers 66 from each module support bar. Sprocket drive

means comprising a motor and appropriate gear and control means (not

shown) are provided to synchronously turn one sprocket in each set.

The rotatable plant-growing modules 52 and water troughs 72 are held by

the support frames 64. In the illustrated embodiment three modules 52,

each with a water trough, are held in side-by-side arrangement by each

support frame 64, with the troughs resting on the lower horizontal members

of the frame 64. Alternatively, one or two modules may be held in a

support frame. Lamp support members 57 are attached to the outer sides of

each trough 72 and hold a lamp 56 which extends longitudinally through

each module in a generally axial position. This provides illumination for

the plants growing inside the module. The troughs 72 hold rotatable

support wheels 68 which engage the rims 70 of the modules. Drive means

(not shown) on each trough 72 comprises a motor and appropriate gear and

control means to turn the support wheels 68. As the wheels 68 are turned,

the modules are rotated about their longitudinal, horizontal axis.



The plant-growing modules 52 may be supported from the chains 60 in

ways other than that shown in the illustrated embodiment. For example, in

an alternative embodiment of the growing apparatus 26 (not shown),

instead of a module support bar 62, a pair of pins is attached to the chains,

one on each of the two chains, and the module support frame 64 is hung

from the pins by hangers 66 which are located at the top lateral ends of the

support frame 64.

Each module 52 is adapted to hold plants so they can grow hydroponically

(or aeroponically) and be oriented to grow radially inwardly of the module

towards the lamp 56, while their roots grow radially outwardly. The

cylindrical structure 53 has openings 54 which are adapted to receive and

retain sleeves or trays of growing medium in which plants can grow.

Means are provided for conveying water and nutrients to the plants. In the

illustrated embodiment of the apparatus, each module has its own water

trough 72, supported by the module support frame 64. The water level in

the troughs is maintained to permit water to flow into the plant-growing

medium in the containers as they are rotated down into the trough.

Alternatively, a single water trough may be positioned on the floor of the

container 24 and the watering occurs as the module passes that position in

the circuit around the container. Alternatively, the water-feeding means

may comprise suitably positioned sprayers, injectors or other convenient

means for delivering water and nutrients to the plant-growing medium in

each module. If desired, water troughs may be supplemented by sprayers,

etc. to ensure that the plants are watered with sufficient frequency.

With plant-growing medium having plant material positioned in the

modules 52, the plant-growing apparatus 26 is operated by actuating the



lamps and rotating the modules, and by actuating the drive means to rotate

the sprockets, moving the chains 60 and with them the support frames 64

and the modules along the circuit within the container. The speed of

rotation of each module, and the speed of revolution about the circuit, are

selected such that the plants are watered as often as required. The

apparatus can be operated continuously or intermittently and in either

direction of travel of the chains. Where each module has its own water

trough 72, it is not necessary to move the modules around the circuit in the

container to achieve watering of the plants, and the sprockets would be

driven only to bring the modules into position for servicing or for refilling

the troughs.

To service the modules, for example to harvest the plants or do

maintenance and repair, the drive means for moving the modules around

the circuit is stopped when the module to be serviced is in a position

adjacent to the open end 30 of the container, at which point it can be

removed from the container, as described below.

A fork-lift apparatus 74 in the bounded space 34 is used to remove modules

from the containers 24 and to place fresh modules into the containers. The

fork-lift apparatus comprises a tower 76 having a fork-lift mechanism

operated by suitable control means, capable of inserting two lift arms 80

into a container through the open end, engaging a module support frame 64

and lifting it, with its set of modules, and removing them from the

container. The support frame and modules are carried to ground level

where the modules can be removed from the module support frame for

harvesting of the plants from the modules. Replacement modules, with

fresh plant material, are loaded onto the support frame and the fork-lift

apparatus carries them to the container and places them in the container



through the open end, hanging the support frame 64 onto the module

support bar 62. The sprockets are then operated to bring another group of

modules into position by the open end 30 for removal.

The fork-lift apparatus 74 operates on a track 82 which extends around the

bounded space so that the tower can be brought within operating distance of

all the containers. Depending on the size of the array and the number of

containers, two or more fork-lift apparatuses may be required. They may

be operated robotically to service all the containers, and all modules within

a container, according to a programmed schedule.

The interior of the plant-growing structure 20, that is, the bounded space 34

and the interior of the containers 24, may be at atmospheric pressure or at a

pressure about atmospheric, for example 1.25 atmospheres. It is believed

that pressures above atmospheric promote faster plant growth, due to a

higher concentration of oxygen. Where the structure is pressurized, air

locks are provided for ingress and egress of personnel and modules. For

example, the modules would be removed to a de-pressurized location for

harvesting and replanting. The cover of the structure 20 may be the rigid

dome 48 or a silo rather than the flexible fabric 50 where the interior is

intended to be pressurized, though the flexible fabric may be used for low

pressure installations.

The structure 20 also includes: air pumps and conduits whereby air may be

blown into each container; water pumps and conduits for delivering water

to the containers; means for providing electric power to the lamps 56 and to

the motors for rotating the modules about their axis and for moving the

modules around the circuit within each container. The power for any of

these may be provided by batteries. The structure 20 also includes a



controller (not shown) such as a PLC (programmable logic computer) to

operate the system, including the plant-growing apparatuses, the fork-lift

apparatus, the air pumps and the water pumps. The modules may be tagged

with radio-frequency identification (RFID) labels to facilitate automation of

the operation of the structure.

In an alternative embodiment of the container 24, the container does not

need to be closed by panels on its top, back end and opposed sides in order

to contain a plant-growing apparatus and it may comprise a frame which

defines these faces but one or more of the faces themselves may be open,

that is, not closed, or completely closed, by wall panels. For example, the

back end 31 may be open. Whether or not these faces of the container are

open or are closed by panels, the containers must have sufficient structural

integrity to hold the plant-growing apparatus and be stacked.

Where a component is referred to above, unless otherwise indicated,

reference to that component (including reference to a means) should be

interpreted as including as equivalents of that component any component

which performs the same function as the described component.

As will be apparent to those skilled in the art in the light of the foregoing

disclosure, many alterations and modifications are possible in the practice

of the invention without departing from the scope thereof. Accordingly, the

scope of the invention is to be construed in accordance with the following

claims.



Claims

1. A structure for the growing of plants, comprising:

an array of containers, each container having a floor and an open

end, the containers being arranged in a plurality of stacked rows,

each row comprising a plurality of containers, the array defining a

space bounded on its sides by the open ends of the containers;

each container holding a plant-growing apparatus, each plant-

growing apparatus comprising:

(i) a plurality of rotatable plant-growing modules, each module

comprising a cylindrical structure for holding plants such that

the plants grow radially inwardly of the cylindrical structure

toward a light source inside the cylindrical structure;

(ii) means for rotating the modules;

(iii) means for moving the modules along a path within a

respective container; and

(iv) means for feeding water to the plants in the respective

container;

means for removing the modules from the containers and for placing

the modules into the containers, through the open ends thereof; and

a cover enclosing the array of containers and the bounded space.

2. A structure according to claim 1, wherein the container has six faces,

being the floor, a top, the open end, a back end, and two opposed sides

extending between the open end and the back end.



3. A structure according to claim 2, wherein one or more of the top, the

back end and the two opposed sides comprise walls.

4. A structure according to claim 2, wherein one or more of the top, the

back end and the two opposed sides are open faces bounded by a frame.

5. A structure according to claim 1, wherein the container is a

parallelepiped having five closed sides, one of which is the floor, and the

open end.

6. A structure according to any preceding claim, wherein the containers

in a row are laterally offset relative to the containers in an adjacent lower

row.

7. A structure according to any preceding claim, wherein the bounded

space and the interior of the containers are at atmospheric pressure.

8. A structure according to any one of claims 1-6, wherein the bounded

space and the interior of the containers are at a pressure greater than

atmospheric pressure.

9. A structure according to any preceding claim, wherein the cover

comprises a rigid cover.

10. A structure according to any one of claims 1-8, wherein the cover

comprises a flexible fabric.

11. A structure according to any preceding claim, wherein the means for

removing and for placing the modules is a module-handling machine inside

the bounded space.



12. A structure according to any preceding claim, wherein the path forms

a closed circuit and the modules can be conveyed in a revolution around the

circuit within a respective container.

13. A structure according to any preceding claim, wherein the open ends

of adjacent containers within a given row substantially abut each other and

back ends of containers opposite to the open ends are spaced apart from

each other.

14. A structure according to any preceding claim, further comprising a

frame holding the containers in the array.

15. A structure according to any preceding claim, further comprising

means for blowing air into the containers.

16. A structure according to any preceding claim, wherein the containers

are intermodal shipping containers.
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